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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put simply, your outsourcing your order fulfilment to a third party fulfilment expert, affording you the time and space to accelerate your business growth.These providers manage every stage of the journey, from storage and inventory management to packing, picking and posting products using a network of couriers. WarehousingStorage of goods, inventory managementPicking & packingOnce a customer orders your item, they’ll pick it and pack it. Customisable options are available



Where’s your focus?

What are your ambitions?

How complex is your fulfilment?

Who can benefit from it?
Any online merchant can benefit from outsourcing their fulfilment. 
To get the most out of outsourcing, you should consider the following:
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How does outsourced 
fulfilment work?

1. Sign Up

2. Choose Your 
Products

3. Send In 
Your Goods

4. Customer 
Orders

6. Keep Up 
To Date

7. Real-time 
Billing
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5. Fulfilment 
Company Ships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply fill in some details about you, your business and your operational needs.Choose some or all of your products to sendYou can do this yourself or your manufacturer sends directly. You can choose to send your products ready to post, or ready to pack.Orders are picked, packed and posted. Some fulfilment partners provide a dashboard so you can track your inbound goods, monitor stock levels and sales in real-time.Keep track of your fulfilment spend in real-time.



When should
you outsource? 

Here are some signs that it’s the right time to outsource:

Did you know? 
The global 3PL market is projecting

a 7.1% CAGR from 2020 to 2027.

When you want to focus on growth 

You're spending too much time fulfilling your orders

You’re looking for ways to break into new territories

You have peaks in demand and don't want to hire a warehouse all year 
round to cope

You're running out of storage space and considering having to hire 
somewhere bigger

You’re facing a growing backlog of unfulfilled orders

Outsourcing can be a 
daunting prospect, but 

letting go can be the 
key to growth. 
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Presentation Notes
Getting started with fulfilment partners is getting slicker, with some offering free & fast integrations with your sales channels and operating platforms.



Top Reasons to Outsource5

1

Save Money

Save Time

2

3

Expand your 
reach

Technology 
Enhanced 
Fulfilment 
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5

Excellent 
Customer 

Service

Focus on 
Product, reach 

and growth
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7

Managed 
Returns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fulfilment services only charge for picked, packed, and shipped ordersWorking with international facilities offers lower shipping rates and bulk delivery discountsAccess industry software to browse shipping rates and select the most cost-effective price Letting someone else do the heavy lifting for you frees up time to let you focus on what you love, growing your businessDiversify your product range Scale up your business and build your brandReach an international network of customers Attract and capture a new audience Reduced delivery times Enter new territories and marketsStreamlined fulfilment process to help ensure fast deliverySoftware integration tools connect with your eCommerce platforms and management systems Optimised warehousing Get help with: Inventory management, Item tracking, Security, Shipping and handling, Carrier selection, Payment processingReliable customer service support is an essential part of running a businessYour customer can receive dedicated support via email, phone and onlineThink easy returns, exchanges, and refunds



How to find the
right fulfilment partner

Accuracy

Packaging 
Options

Location
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Flexibility and 
Pricing

Tech-focused 
Integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider both short-term and long-term costs; this includes providers that charge low storage fees and offer minimal shipping costsIt’s vital to choose a provider who doesn’t compromise quality when offering cheaper ratesFor fast and accurate deliveries, hire a fulfilment provider with technology that integrates directly into your sales channels with visibility Multi-channel seller? Choose a provider who can consolidate all your channels in one solutionMiss-picked goods are damaging to both brand and service provider and is often a catalyst in driving the consumers to shop elsewhereAn accurate and efficient picking and packing is crucial to deliver a seamless end-to-end service At Huboo, we’re proud of our 99.9% picking and packing accuracy rateChoose a fulfilment provider that aligns with your brand’s identityGreat materials to look out for include: corrugated paper, foam rolls, bubble wrap, or air pillowsIf sustainability is important, choose one with eco-friendly optionsLook for a provider with multiple locations. This can cut the delivery time for your orders�“38% of online shoppers will abandon their order if the delivery will take longer than a week.” 



Making it work7

Get off on 
the right 

foot

Understand 
what a 3PL can’t 

or won’t do

Make sure
you have a 

comprehensive 
list of prices

Run a trial, then 
repeat once 

you’re up and 
running

Check your 
specific online 
sales channel 
requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 § Don’t be tempted to exaggerate to get a better deal (e.g. shoe client)�    § Be crystal clear about complexities, legalities (e.g. dangerous goods)�    § Agree a solid time line with the 3PL – getting it right can take time�    § Properly prep stock – and only send what you’ve agreed�    §  Prep for the handover – who’s fulfilling during this period??�    § Mentally prepare yourself to losen your grip on something crucial to your business and have reasonable expectations! § Customer support�    § Some of the mom an pop niceities – e.g. hand written notes�    § Pursue individual items with couriers§ Check packaging quality



How you and your customers 
will benefit

Faster fulfilment 
“69% of consumers are less likely to shop with a retailer in the future 
if a purchase is not delivered within 2 days of the date promised.” 

Higher Conversion
Increased delivery options can reduce your 
abandoned cart rate.

Fast-tracking 
international 
growth

Enter new territories

Speed up delivery times

Cut the red tape

Lower your customs & excise charges

Huboo Fulfilment
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Presentation Notes
Working with an international fulfilment partner can help your business fast-track growth in new territories by fulfilling orders in that region.Working with a 3PL company with international warehouses can optimise your global logistics ability whilst enhancing your supply chain. This 3PL service can cut the cost of duties, creating a cheaper option for both consumer and merchant. How your customers benefit �When providing a seamless fulfilment service for your customers, we often discuss the end-to-end journey and how it attributes customer satisfaction and retention. “Nearly a quarter (24%) of online shoppers would abandon their order if no delivery date was provided.” “69% of consumers are less likely to shop with a retailer in the future if a purchase is not delivered within 2 days of the date promised.”  Choosing a trusted, international fulfilment provider�can elevate the likelihood of abandoned carts. 



Did you know? 
Huboo Fulfilment have the highest rating of any UK-based 

fulfilment provider, rated “Excellent”Success stories
Since outsourcing their fulfilment:

Since we have launched with 
Huboo, sales have grown and 
grown. We have received 
amazing reviews on how quick 
the products have arrived and 
in perfect condition.

Verity Kimber Brand Manager at Quarterpast

Brave Foods have seen their order 
volume increase by 200%

Ohne have seen 650%+ growth in weekly 
shipments 

JS Health’s weekly orders have 
accelerated by c. 1000%

Vintage Cash Cow had a hugely complex 
fulfilment system, which became a 
massive focus for the business. Since 
outsourcing, they’ve been freed up to 
grow 200%
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Thank You
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